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In this work we present a model for image formation in optical coherence microscopy. In the spectral domain
detection, each wavenumber has a specific coherent transfer function that samples a different part of the ob-
ject’s spatial frequency spectrum. The reconstruction of the tomogram is usually accurate only in a short depth
of field. Using numerical simulations based on the developed model, we identified two distinct mechanisms
that influence the signal of out-of-focus sample information. Besides the lateral blurring induced through de-
focusing, an additional axial envelope contributing equally to the signal degradation was found. © 2010 Op-
tical Society of America
OCIS codes: 180.1655, 170.4500, 110.6955, 110.6880, 110.1650.r
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l. INTRODUCTION
ptical coherence tomography (OCT) is a biomedical im-
ging technique that provides cross-sectional views of the
ubsurface microstructure using spectral interferometry.
t has received considerable interest as a minimally inva-
ive imaging technique. Detection in the spectral or Fou-
ier domain (FDOCT), recording interferograms of a large
umber of wavenumber-channels in parallel or consecu-
ively, as in swept source OCT, allows reconstructing the
ample’s depth structure at a given lateral scanning posi-
ion in a parallel fashion without axial scanning. Com-
ared to point scanning techniques, this results in an im-
ortant speed advantage, and paired with the
undamental signal benefit provided by the detection in
he Fourier domain [1], it makes FDOCT a confirmed tool
or minimally invasive in vivo applications.
Whereas the axial resolution of OCT is determined by
he coherence length of the employed light source, the lat-
ral resolution is specified by the numerical aperture
NA) of the imaging optics. Classical OCT uses focusing
ptics resulting in a limited lateral resolution of
0–20 m, yet providing a near constant lateral defini-
ion over a long axial range. The combination of OCT with
igh NA optics results in a combined depth sectioning by
eans of the coherence and the confocal gates and is
ermed optical coherence microscopy (OCM) [2]. This com-
ined depth sectioning is advantageous in strongly scat-
ering media. It resolves fine sample structures [3], and
he available phase information can be used for phase im-
ging of thin cell samples [4,5]. However, the short depth
f field (DOF) imposed by the confocal gate compromises
ourier domain optical coherence microscopy’s
FDOCM)’s parallel depth extraction, and it necessitates
hree-dimensional scanning to acquire the volumetric
ample structure.
Many attempts have been made to overcome this fun-
amental dilemma and to take advantage of high lateral1084-7529/10/102216-13/$15.00 © 2esolution and parallel depth extraction at the same time.
trategies to circumvent this compromise involve, on one
and, digital correction of the induced artifacts [6–8] and,
n the other hand, hardware solutions [9–12]. Following
he same reasoning, we previously described an extended
ocus scheme for FDOCM [13].
The works on digital correction often use Gaussian op-
ics approximations to deduce the proposed algorithms.
alston et al. [8,14] developed a more advanced signal
odel for the formulation of the inverse problem that re-
onstructs a corrected tomogram. While the first models
ere still based on Gaussian paraxial optics, they later
xtended the formulation to non-paraxial optics [15]. In
eneral, most of the proposed hardware solutions aimed
t the production of an elongated focus defining a needle-
ike probing volume. Typically, these attempts ignore,
owever, the underlying image formation and tomogram
econstruction.
Compared to confocal microscopy, for which the image
ormation was studied in great detail and is well docu-
ented in the literature, there exists relatively little
ork on image formation in OCT. Moreover, the tomo-
rams obtained in FDOCT depend on both the image for-
ation, i.e., the signal recorded, and the tomogram recon-
truction. Many authors used a simple layered media
pproach and defined the sample as a stack of regions of
omogenous refractive indices with discrete interfaces de-
ning a reflectivity depth-profile [16]. Fercher et al. [17]
pplied the first order Born diffraction for their signal
odel and defined the scattering potential as the sample
tructure. It should be considered, however, that this
ample structure comprises the squared wavenumber,
hich inevitably has implications when reconstructing
he FDOCT signal and taking the Fourier transformation
long the wavenumber coordinate. Sheppard et al. [18]
howed an interesting analysis of the image formation in
ow-coherence and confocal interference microscopes,010 Optical Society of America
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roscope. Yet, that report neither treated the physical ori-
in of the structural signal nor discussed the specific ef-
ects of FDOCT, because it considered a time-domain
ystem. A notable work by Coupland and Lobera [19] com-
ared the image formation in holography, three-
imensional microscopy, and OCT, describing them as a
inear filtering process. Although OCT in the low NA ap-
roximation can indeed be described as a linear filtering,
his is not sufficient in general.
Here, we present a model for image formation in OCT,
nd especially OCM in the Fourier domain, using the
rinciple of the generalized aperture, introduced by Mc-
utchen [20], and the coherent transfer function (CTF),
nown from the pioneer work by Sheppard et al. [21] and
u [22]. The FDOCT system can be interpreted as a mul-
iplexed interference microscope, where each
avenumber-channel of the detector has its distinct CTF.
f a confocal three-dimensional scan was performed, the
ignal recorded in each wavenumber-channel would be in-
eed the result of the linear filtering of the sample with
he channel’s specific CTF. But FDOCM attempts to re-
onstruct the three-dimensional sample structure from
he wavenumber multiplexed signal, without scanning in
he axial direction. The sampling of the spatial frequency
pectrum is in this case defined by the exact shape of the
hannel’s specific CTFs and becomes, in general, increas-
ngly flawed for larger NAs.
Based on this model, tomograms were simulated to evi-
ence the precise effect of the system CTFs. We show that
he DOF has two origins. First, the CTF has in general a
urved shape, which introduces a defocusing and results
n the lateral blurring of the out-of-focus structures. Sec-
nd, the CTF has a finite support, i.e., a span with toler-
ble transmission values, along the axial spatial frequen-
ies and confuses the signal within this window. In the
econstructed tomogram, this is manifested in an addi-
ional axial amplitude envelope. In the case of identical
aussian optics in both the illumination and the detec-
ion paths, these two mechanisms contribute equally to
he signal degradation.
Based on these simulation results, we discuss the ideal
TF for FDOCT, producing an extended DOF. The formu-
ation that we present here is developed in a general form
nd considers also decoupled and independently defined
llumination and detection paths. This allows testing spe-
ific optical implementations that strive toward this ideal
TF.
. THEORY
. Description of the Setup
s displayed in Fig. 1, a spectrometer-based spectral do-
ain OCT system is considered. Light from a broadband
llumination source is delivered through a single mode fi-
er, collimated, and split by a free-space beam splitter
nto reference and sample arms. In the sample arm the
ight is focused into the sample by means of a sample ob-
ective. Classical OCT uses lenses with relatively long fo-
al lengths resulting in low NAs. In contrast, OCM em-
loys objectives with significantly larger NAs. A scanning
echanism allows the illumination and detection beam toe scanned over the sample in both lateral directions. The
ncident light is scattered by the sample structure, and
art of this light is collected by the sample objective. This
ample light is recombined with the reference light at the
eam splitter and coupled into the detection fiber. Both il-
umination and detection occur through single mode fi-
ers and thus well defined illumination and detection
odes. Fiber based systems, which use a fiber coupler to
plit and recombine the reference light in a Michelson
onfiguration, use by definition the same optics for illumi-
ation and detection. A free-space beam splitter on the
ther hand offers the possibility to use different optics
nd define specific and distinct illumination and detection
odes. Although more demanding in the alignment of the
ystem, this decoupling of illumination and detection op-
ics provides additional freedom in the system design and
an be used to obtain improved imaging performance.
The interference signal coupled into the detection fiber
s recorded as a function of its wavelength  in the case of
spectrometer-based system. Remapping from  to k
2 / provides the signal
Ptotkp = Srefkp2 + Sskp2 + SskpSref
 kp
+ Ss
kpSrefkp. 1
Without discussing the details of this crucial remap-
ing, the signal is now given multiplexed into N
avenumber-channels, with kp being the central wave-
umber of the channel p, which has a narrow spectral
idth k. To simplify the expressions, we approximate
ach wavenumber-channel as quasi-monochromatic, in
hich case the time dependence of the power signals
rops out, and we write Ptotkp= Ptott ,kp to express the
verage power in the wavenumber-channel kp. In this
nalytical notation, the signal generally comprises the in-
ependent terms from the reference and sample arms and
wo complex conjugate interference terms. Instead of re-
ording the wavenumber-channels in parallel on a line
amera, swept-source based systems acquire them over
ime, obtaining a similar signal. With dual balanced de-
ection, the two independent terms are directly sup-
ressed in this case. In spectrometer-based systems, the
Illuminaon
Detecon
Reference
2D-Scanning
Sample
Spectrometer
Source
ig. 1. (Color online) Layout of a spectrometer-based spectral
omain OCT setup. Illumination and detection occurs through
ingle mode fibers, and well defined illumination and detection
odes. The free-space beam splitter decouples the detection from
he illumination optics.
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2218 J. Opt. Soc. Am. A/Vol. 27, No. 10 /October 2010 M. Villiger and T. Lassererm Sref2 can in general be estimated by averaging of
any acquisitions or prior recording. Ss2 is much
maller than the reference signal and can be ignored.
any strategies to isolate a single one of the two complex
onjugate signal terms exist [23–26]. In the simplest case
he reference arm-length is adjusted to have a shorter ref-
rence path length than any signal from the sample arm
o avoid the overlap of the conjugate terms. For the fol-
owing we denote the term Pskp=SskpSref
 kp as the
omplex valued signal of FDOCM.
. Generalized Aperture
irst we would like to find expressions for the focal fields
f the illumination and detection modes beyond the
araxial approximation, but considering scalar fields.
his task has been widely studied, and the work of Gu
22] was closely followed. The interest here was to develop
signal model for FDOCT, where the dependence on the
avenumber of all expressions is crucial. Most of the lit-
rature on focal field calculations uses normalized coordi-
ates and monochromatic waves, masking this depen-
ence. For this reason we derive here the expression of
he focal field for a general broadband light source.
As displayed in Fig. 2, the sample objective of focal
ength f is assumed to obey Abbe’s sine condition and to
erfectly focus an incident plane wave. It is characterized
y a planar incident principal plane P1 and an object-side
rincipal plane P2 of spherical shape. According to the
ayleigh–Sommerfeld diffraction integral, the field as a
unction of space and wavenumber at some point r in the
ocal volume can be expressed as a function of the field in
he principal plane P2 of the objective as
U˜r,k =
ik expikf
2 P2 U˜P2,k
exp− ikh
h
cosn,hd.
2
In the derivation of this expression from the Maxwell
quations, monochromatic waves are usually considered.
ime derivatives are trivial in that case and give rise to
objecve lens
Uill( r )
mdet( rs)
Us( rs )
xχ( r - r0 )
P1
P2
ρ
z r
hp
s[
k p
]
0.4
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(a) (b)
ig. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the situation at the sampl
he radial coordinate 	 is transmitted by the objective to the prin
eld Uill is scattered by the susceptibility 
 to produce the field
rinciple of the generalized aperture. The plane wave compone
omain on a sphere cap of radius kp. The angular distribution of t
n the sample objective’s principal plane. (c) The three-dimension
he focal region.he ik factors in the above expression. If the field is writ-
en in a general manner in the spectral domain as a func-
ion of k, the time derivatives are still identical, and the
ame expression holds. The parameter k used in the
bove expression marks the difference to the quasi-
onochromatic kp used previously. The field U˜r ,k de-
nes the field at a given point in space as a function of k,
pposite to Ur ,kp that describes the time signal of a
onochromatic field with wavenumber kp in space. It
ould be more common to express the spectral envelope
n terms of , with the Fourier transformation U˜
Utexp−itdt, indicated by the overtilde. To consis-
ently evidence all k= /c factors, U˜k=cU˜ was used
ere.
As presented in Fig. 2, h is the distance between a
oint on the principal plane P2 and a point r within the
ocal volume, and n is the surface normal of P2. Given the
eometry of the principal plane and if f r it can be ap-
roximated that cosn ,h1. Within the Debye approxi-
ation h− f−r ·p, where p is the unit vector pointing
rom the focal point toward P2. Using further d= f2d,
ith  being the solid angle of the aperture, we find
U˜r,k =
ikf
2P2 U˜p,kexpikp · rd. 3
o express the temporal evolution of the field in the gen-
ral case of an arbitrary spectral envelope, the inverse
ransform Ut=1/ 2U˜kexpicktdk is computed as
Ur,t =
if
42kP2
U˜p,k
k
expicktexpikp · rk2dkd.
4
An additional factor k was evidenced, and we are free
o interpret the integral as a volume integral with the vol-
me element dQ=k2dkd. We define the three-
imensional vector Q with length Q=Q=k and orienta-
ion Q /Q=p. The focal field as a function of space r and
q [kp]
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tive. The field incident on the principal plane P1 as a function of
plane P2, which has the shape of a sphere cap. The illumination
ly its overlap with the detection mode mdet enters detection. (b)
the field in the focal plane are located in the spatial frequency
litude on this sphere cap corresponds to the angular distribution
rier transform of the generalized aperture produces the field in0
e objec
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ourier transform of U˜˜Q=2fU˜p ,k /k, and we can
dentify Q as the three-dimensional spatial frequency. A
actor of 2 was added to compensate for the 1/ 83 term
n the Fourier transformation. The additional phase term
djusts the delay between the different spectral compo-
ents:
Ur,t = i FT3D
−1 	U˜˜QexpicQt
. 5
For convenience we use for Ur , t the units of
1/2 m−1, and accordingly we have U˜˜Q=W1/2 m2. The
ormulation for a general field was necessary in order to
vidence the integration along the wavenumber and to
dentify the volume integral dQ. Returning now to the
onochromatic case of wavenumber kp, the infinitesi-
ally narrow spectral width defines in this case a spheri-
al cap in the spatial frequency domain U˜˜Q kp
U˜˜Q ,kp=2fU˜p ,kQ−kp /Q. The infinitely thin
hell Q−kp is usually referred to as the Ewald sphere.
ropping the harmonic time variation, we now can write
Ur,kp = i FT3D
−1 	U˜˜Q,kp
,
U˜˜Q,kp = − i FT3D	Ur,kp
. 6
This expression corresponds to McCutchen’s general-
zed aperture [20]. The present derivation is however an
mportant generalization, since it is valid for a field with
n arbitrary spectral envelope with the monochromatic
ave being simply a special case. The similarity between
he spherical shell U˜˜Q ,kp and the principal plane P2 of
he sample objective is evident. Within the Debye ap-
roximation, the physical aperture is located in the far
eld of the focal volume, and hence the amplitude at a
iven location on this aperture contributes to the focal
pot with a plane wave. This approximation is only valid
n a confined region around the theoretical focus, but nev-
rtheless also for very high NAs. The limitation to scalar
aves and ignoring the polarization thus represent the
ost limiting assumption in the present formulation.
The re-interpretation of the field distribution in the ob-
ective principal plane as spatial frequency spectrum of-
ers now a convenient way to compute the focal field in
he sample volume for both the illumination and detec-
ion modes. The field as a function of 	 in P1 can safely be
alculated with paraxial optics approximations, defined
y the illumination and detection optics. For the moment
collimated Gaussian beam with 1/e2 intensity waist 0
s assumed to illuminate the backaperture of the sample
bjective that has a circular aperture of radius 	0. The ob-
ective’s NA is taken as NA=	0 / f. The Gaussian beam is
hus truncated, characterized by the truncation param-
ter =0 /	0. The waist is taken to be independent of the
avenumber kp. This situation is more or less achieved
hen broadband light is delivered through a single mode
ber and collimated with an achromatic lens. Since the fi-
er mode diameter scales roughly with the wavelength,
he collimated beam, which corresponds to the far field
attern of the fiber mode, is approximately constant forifferent kp’s. With the sine condition as the apodization
unction f sin =	 and the incoming field is scaled with a
erm cos1/2 = s /Q1/2, U˜P2fq /Q=U˜P1fq /Qs /Q1/2. It is
ow possible to construct the generalized aperture:
U˜˜Q,kp = 2fU˜P2f qQQ − kpQ , 7
here the field U˜ in P1 ,P2 is given in W1/2. We use Q
qxe1+qye2+se3, with ei being the unit vectors of an or-
honormal basis, q=qxe1+qye2, and q= q.
Figure 2(b) shows the generalized aperture for an ob-
ective with a NA of 0.5 and =0.7. For the numerical
mplementation, the Dirac expression was approximated
ith a Gaussian envelope of width k=kp /150. Assuming
ircular symmetry around s, the generalized aperture is
isplayed as a function of the axial spatial frequency s
nd the lateral component q. Computing the three-
imensional inverse Fourier transformation, the field in
he focal volume is found as depicted in Fig. 2(c). To sim-
lify and accelerate this computation, and using the cir-
ular symmetry of the expression, an implementation of
he fast Hankel transform along q and the chirped
-transform along s were used.
. Scattered Field
ith the illumination and detection modes in the focal
olume known, the interaction with the sample is now
onsidered. According to the first order Born approxima-
ion and for scalar waves, the field scattered by a sample
nhomogeneity at the quasi-monochromatic wavenumber
p expressed on a surface lying outside the inhomogeneity
nd parameterized by rs is
Usrs,r0,kp =
kp
2
4V Uillr,kp
r − r0
exp− ikprs − r
rs − r
dV.
8
Here 
r=n2r−1 is the sample susceptibility, and r0
efines the position of this sample structure with respect
o the illumination field. The scanning mechanism varies
0, either by redirecting the beam to another point on the
ample or by physically moving the sample with respect
o the beam. The often used scattering potential Fr ,k
k2
r / 4 depends explicitly on the wavenumber k. To
eep track of all wavelength dependent variables, here
he susceptibility was chosen instead to express the
ample structure. It is assumed to be non-dispersive and
ence independent of k.
The discussed situation is outlined in Fig. 2(a). To
uantify the amount of the scattered field collected by the
etection optics, the mode overlap between the scattered
eld and the detection mode is computed. For this proce-
ure, the principal plane P2 on the object side of the
ample objective is chosen. Both the spatial and fre-
uency modes have to match to assure coupling. Since we
tipulated a set of discrete wavenumber modes the
mount of the field scattered at a given wavenumber
oupled into its corresponding wavenumber-channel be-
omes
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P2
Usrs,r0,kpmdetrs,kpd, 9
n the space-time coordinate system, where the mode mdet
as defined in units of 1/m, yielding Ss=W1/2.
The scattered field Us is propagating away from the fo-
al volume. The portion of interest propagates along the
egative z direction toward the detection optics. The de-
ection mode mdet on the other hand was deliberately de-
ned as propagating in parallel with the illumination
ode in the positive z direction. This definition corre-
ponds to the mode that would be produced if the sample
as illuminated through the detection fiber. The true de-
ection mode however propagates in the opposite direc-
ion. In the overlap integral the target mode usually ap-
ears in its complex conjugated form. Since taking the
omplex conjugate is equivalent for a monochromatic
ave to a change of the direction of propagation, the com-
lex conjugate could be omitted with the present defini-
ion of mdet.
. Coherent Transfer Function
ased on the former analysis, we can recast expression
9) in a more complete form. Combining Eqs. (8) and (9)
nd inverting the order of integration produces
Ssr0,kp =
kp
2
4V Uillr,kp
r − r0

P2
mdetrs,kp
exp− ikprs − r
rs − r
ddV.
10
omparing the inner integral of this result with Eqs. (2)
nd (3), taken for the monochromatic case, we find

P2
mdetrs,kp
exp− ikprs − r
rs − r
d

− i2 exp− ikpf
kp
mdetr,kp, 11
nd, hence, ignoring the phase term exp−ikpf,
q
β
ξ
s1
q2x
q2y
s2q1x
q1y
kp
kp
s[
k p
]
0
1
1
1
1
2
2
(a) (b)
s
Q
ig. 3. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the convolution of two sp
eneralized apertures with Gaussian modes and NA=0.5 and 
TF produces the PSF (k =2 / and  =780 nm).p p pSsr0,kp =
− ikp
2 V Uillr,kpmdetr,kp
r − r0dV.
12
The signal coupled into the detection fiber is expressed
s the product of the illumination field and the detection
ode, convolved with the sample structure according to
he scanning r0. The illumination field can be separated
nto the illumination mode Uillr ,kp= A˜1/2kpmillr ,kp
ith mill= mdet=1/m and the spectral envelope A˜kp,
efining the power in each wavenumber-channel.
Taking into account the reference amplitude Sref

A˜1/2kp the signal Psr0 ,kp=SsSref
 can now be ex-
ressed. With a complete three-dimensional scan r0, as
erformed in confocal microscopy, the recorded signal
ould be Fourier transformed to the spatial frequency do-
ain along all three spatial coordinates. Since in the spa-
ial coordinates the sample structure was convolved with
he product of the illumination and the detection mode, in
he spatial frequency domain, this translates into the
roduct of the sample spectrum with the convolution of
he illumination and detection generalized apertures, ob-
ained by transformation according to Eq. (6):
P˜˜sq,s,kp =
ikpA˜kp
2
m˜˜illq,s,kp  m˜˜detq,s,kp
˜˜q,s
= ikpA˜kpCTFq,s,kp
˜˜q,s. 13
The convolution of the two sphere caps defined by the
eneralized apertures leads to the three-dimensional co-
erent transfer function CTF=1/2m˜˜ill m˜˜det, which has
he unit of meters here. In the case of three-dimensional
canning the signal recorded in an individual
avenumber-channel indeed leads to a linear filtering
rocess, with the CTF defining the filter in the spatial fre-
uency domain. This powerful concept was mainly pro-
oted by Sheppard et al. [21]. The present derivation fol-
ows closely their work, but emphasizes the importance of
he wavenumber kp to arrive at a meaningful expression
or the FDOCM signal.
To evaluate the CTF, by geometrical considerations, as
epicted in Fig. 3, the intersection of the two spherical
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M. Villiger and T. Lasser Vol. 27, No. 10 /October 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 2221hells, offset by Q= q ,s, is identified as a circle with ra-
ius = kp
2−Q2 /41/2. To compute the convolution at a
iven point Q it is sufficient to evaluate the integral along
his line, although the surface element q ,s of the
ross-section of the cap intersection volume has to be con-
idered. Although the sphere caps are infinitesimally thin
ere, it can be shown by computing the precise overlap
olume between two shells of decreasing thicknesses that
correction term q ,s=kp
2 / Q remains. Substituting
rom Eq. (7) and using the fact that on the intersection
ircle by definition Q1=Q2=kp, we obtain
CTFq,s = 42f2
i
e
m˜ill
P2fq1kpm˜detP2 fq2kp kp2 d
=
42f2
Q 
i
e
m˜ill
P2fq1kpm˜detP2 fq2kpd, 14
here q1 and q2 are functions of , used to parameterize
he intersection circle. Decoupled and distinct illumina-
ion and detection apertures are considered here. Since
oth modes travel through the same objective, identical
As are however assumed, and the integral is taken
wice from i=− /2 to e= /2 if s /2q /Q+kp1
NA21/2 and i/e=sin−1Qs /2−kp1−NA21/2 / q,
therwise.
For numerical evaluation, it is more convenient to
valuate the integral as a function of s1. Performing a
hange of variable where =sin−1Qs1−s /2 / q
nd using m˜ill/dets=m˜ill/det
P2 f1−s1/2
2 /kp
21/2=m˜ill/det
P1 f1
s1/2
2 /kp
21/2s1/2 /Q1/21/2 leads to
CTFq,s =
42f2
Q s1i
s1e
m˜ills1m˜dets − s1

ds1
2q2
Q2
− s1 − s2
2
. 15
Here, si=kp1−NA21/2 and se=s−si if skp+kp1
NA21/2, and si=s−kp and se=kp, otherwise. The CTF
an be interpreted as the convolution of the illumination
nd detection generalized apertures as a function of their
xial spatial frequencies, in the presence of an additional
ernel that depends on q, s, and s1. For numerical imple-
entation the modes are discretized at the points sn
2kp1−NA21/2+ns, s1j=kp1−NA21/2+ js, with s
2kp1− 1−NA21/2 / N−1 and n 0,N−1, j 0,N /2
1. The lateral spatial frequency is represented as q
mq, with q=2kpNA/ M−1, q 0,M−1. To circum-
ent the singularity in the Kernel, it is integrated analyti-
ally, and the expression for the CTF at a given dis-
retized spatial frequency n ,m becomes, for m0,
CTFn,m =
42f2
Q j=a
b
m˜illjm˜detn − jW+n,m,j
−W−n,m,j, 16
hereW±n,m,j = sin−1Qn,msj ±
s
2
−
sn
2 
qmn,m
 , 17
nd a=0, b=n for nN /2−1 and a=N−n, b=N /2−1 for
N /2−1. For the case m=0, CTFn ,m=0
83f2 /Qm˜illsn /2m˜detsn /2.
Although the arcsine computations are computation-
lly rather costly, this expression can be evaluated nu-
erically. Figure 3 displays the result for the case of illu-
ination and detection apertures, which are both
dentical to the aperture illuminated with a Gaussian
eam used previously (cf. Fig. 2). Here, N=2048 and M
1024, and the computation with a 2.13 GHz dual core
ntel Xeon based personal computer with 4 Gbytes DDRII
DRAM took approximately 10 min.
Despite the infinitesimally thin sphere caps of the gen-
ralized apertures, the CTF gives rise to nonzero trans-
ission coefficients within a volume in the three-
imensional spatial frequency domain. The CTF describes
he spatial frequencies of the sample susceptibility that
an be accessed by measuring the scattered field in a con-
ocal imaging system at a monochromatic wavelength kp.
he convolution of the generalized apertures has in-
reased the axial and lateral support by a factor of 2 com-
ared to the initial apertures in the presented case. The
upport in each direction defines the resolution in the cor-
esponding spatial coordinate, evidencing the resolution
dvantage of a confocal setting compared to a wide field
onfiguration. While the transmission profile for lateral
patial frequencies is of a low-pass type, in reflection
ode, axial spatial frequencies are transmitted within a
andpass window.
. FDOCM Signal
he motivation of spectral domain OCT is to retrieve the
ample structure along depth in parallel without axial
canning. Looking at the FDOCM system as a wavenum-
er multiplexed interference microscope, each
avenumber-channel has its own specific CTF. Figure
(a) shows the CTFs of three different wavenumbers kc
kFWHM/2, kc, and kc+kFWHM/2, with kFWHM=kc /5
nd kc being the central wavenumber. The CTFs of the
ifferent wavenumbers are similar and have a point sym-
etry about the origin with additional amplitude scaling
y 1/kp. As seen in Fig. 4(b), this scaling normalizes the
ntegral CTFq ,s ,kpds, since the support increases with
p at the same time as the amplitude decreases with its
nverse.
The CTF defines which spatial frequencies of the
ample can be assessed by a specific wavenumber-
hannel. But in order to retrieve the spatial sample infor-
ation, the sample also has to be sampled correctly. The
ampling points in the spatial frequency spectrum are de-
ned through the discrete spatial sampling steps of the
onfocal setup. Only when the Nyquist frequency is re-
pected can the spatial frequency information indeed be
etrieved. While the sample is scanned in the lateral di-
ection in spectral domain OCT, the axial direction is
mitted, and the information along the axial spatial fre-
uency within the CTF is not captured. A two-
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n the spatial frequency domain this corresponds to tak-
ng the projection of the product of the sample structure
nd the CTF along s, which is equivalent to the confocal
ignal at z=0,
P˜sq,kpz=0 = ikpA˜kp
s
CTFq,s,kp
˜˜q,sds. 18
Instead of using axial scanning to access the axial spa-
ial frequencies, spectral domain OCT uses the fact that
he CTFs of the wavenumber-channels occupy each a dis-
inct volume in the spatial frequency domain. Although
he axial information within an individual channel is not
esolved, the combination of signals from all the channels
ives access to the axial spatial frequencies in the range
f the system’s CTFs at the accessible source wave-
engths.
For this spatial frequency sampling to work correctly,
he support along s of the CTFs should be as short as pos-
ible. As discussed, they extend however over a finite
ange along s, and the CTFs of neighboring wavenumber-
hannels overlap, which confuses the correct sampling of
he sample information.
The classical way to reconstruct the tomogram is to
ake the inverse Fourier transformation of P˜sq ,r from
p to z. Taking into account the scaling of the z-coordinate
y a factor of 2, the tomogram becomes
Tq,z =
kp
P˜sq,kpexpi2kpzdkp
= i
kp
kpA˜kp
s

˜˜q,sCTFq,s,kpds
expi2kpzdkp. 19
In this general form it is difficult to further simplify the
xpression. If it was assumed that the CTF would not
cale with kp but merely shift along s, one could
rite CTFq ,s ,kp=CTFq ,s ,kc kp−kc=CTFq ,s
2kp−kc and identify the inner integral as the convolu-
ion of the sample spectrum with the CTF. In this case
Tq,z = A z  CTF˜ q,z
˜q,z. 20
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ig. 4. (Color online) (a) CTF for Gaussian illumination with NA
hree CTFs shown in (a), at q=0, evidencing the scaling of the CT
ength, making the integral of the CTF along s at q=0 constant. (c
xis spaced by 10 m in logarithmic scale (kp=2 /p and p=78Here, Az=ikpA˜kpexpi2kpzdkp i2kcAz
expi2kcz defines the axial resolution of the system, ac-
ording to the spectral width of the light source. In this
orm, the additional factor ikp differentiates the classical
oherence gate Az=A˜kpexpi2kpzdkp. The effect of
his derivation is however negligible since the Gaussian
pectrum is centered at kc. The exponential term
xpi2kcz acts as a high-pass filter.
The action of the CTF in this representation is now dis-
losed: after transformation from s to z it imposes an axial
nvelope, defining an axial range within which the signal
as appreciable values, and contributes to the DOF. The
ength of this envelope is inversely proportional to the
idth of the CTF support along s. This effect is indepen-
ent of the defocusing, which only comes into play in the
patial coordinates after transformation of the above ex-
ressions from q to r, and will be analyzed in the next
ection. The physical meaning of the reconstructed tomo-
ram is also revealed: the signal is indeed proportional to
he high-pass filtered sample susceptibility, thus evidenc-
ng mainly the variations in the squared refractive index.
A further approximation for the CTF can be taken in
he case of very small NAs. In this situation, the support
f the CTF along the axial spatial frequency becomes neg-
igibly small and can be approximated as CTFq ,s ,kp
CTFqs−2kp. Equation (19) simplifies in this case to
Tq,z = i
kp
kpA˜kpCTFq
˜˜q,2kpexpi2kpzdkp.
21
The tomogram can be described as a linear filtering
ow. The lateral support of the filter is defined by the CTF
nd the axial extent by the spectrum of the employed
ight source, as described by Coupland [19]. In the general
ase, however, and especially for higher NAs, this ap-
roximation cannot be taken since the width along s of
he CTFs increases NA2, whereas the lateral width
rogresses only linearly with the NA.
. SIMULATION
o investigate the various effects and limitations imposed
y the CTF, we take idealized point-like scatterers
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umerically the expected tomogram
q,s =
n
z − nzexp− iQ · rdQ =
n
exp− isnz.
22
omputing expression (19) with this sample structure
orresponds to taking the Fourier transformation of the
TF at given z-positions and for each wavenumber kp. In
ractice this was achieved efficiently using the chirped
-transform, which allowed using a single computation of
he CTF and subsequent scaling of the support vectors.
fter multiplication with kpA˜kp and consequent Fourier
ransformation the simulated tomogram was obtained.
or the simulation, kc=2 /c was set to c=780 nm,
kFWHM=kc /5 unless otherwise stated, and the whole
-support of 2048 wavenumber-channels spanned a range
f 3.5 times kFWHM to avoid ringing. The specified NAs
xpress directly the opening angle of the objective, assum-
ng an objective without immersion.
Figure 4(c) shows the result for the case of the previ-
usly described Gaussian optics with NA=0.5. The very
hort DOF is obvious, and outside the focal plane the sig-
al is severely blurred and reduced in amplitude. The to-
ogram is plotted in the logarithmic scale, taking
0 log10Tr ,z.
In order to gain further insight into the mechanisms
hat degrade the tomogram and define the short DOF, we
onstructed hypothetical CTFs, which—although
ynthetic—help to understand the underlying principles.
ll the CTFs at a given NA were matched to have an in-
ocus resolution identical to the Gaussian case of the
ame NA. For this, the projections of the CTFs along s
ere matched to the Gaussian CTF. Three different CTFs
ere constructed and are presented in Fig. 5 for NA=0.5.
ased on the CTFs, the corresponding tomograms were
omputed, again by taking into account the scaling of the
TF with kp and its point symmetry about the origin.
In the first case [Fig. 5(a)], the CTF was defined with a
ery narrow envelope along s, separable from its
-dependence which was matched to the Gaussian CTF.
he tomogram in Fig. 5(d) is nearly ideal with an unal-
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ig. 5. (Color online) (a) Ideal CTF with very short support alon
c) Cap CTF, with short s support, but curvature of radius 2k . (d)pered lateral resolution and a nearly constant signal am-
litude over the considered depth range. The short
-support avoids confusion of the spatial frequency sam-
ling by the different wavenumbers, and the Fourier
ransformation of the short s-support produces a very
arge z-envelope. This situation would result in a near-
inear filtering, analogous to a very low NA system, as dis-
ussed before.
The second CTF [Figs. 5(b) and 5(e)] likewise features
eparable q and s-envelopes. In this case, the axial enve-
ope was however matched to the Gaussian case CTFq
0,s. Here, the large support along s defines a very short
xial envelope, suppressing the signal outside the focal
lane. Still, the lateral resolution remains invariant as a
unction of depth, as in the previous case.
While the width of the CTF along the axial spatial fre-
uency imposes an amplitude envelope, it does not affect
he lateral resolution. The lateral blurring of the signal is
nduced by the defocusing, which originates in the curva-
ure of the CTF. Figures 5(c) and 5(f) display the CTF and
he tomogram for a CTF with still the same lateral enve-
ope, but a support that defines a sphere cap with radius
kp, analogous to the curvature of the Gaussian CTF.
here are no longer separable envelopes along q and s in
his case. The resulting tomogram is marked by a clearly
efined short DOF, outside of which the scatterer signals
re severely blurred.
Indeed, the short width along s correctly samples the
patial frequencies without confusion and without impos-
ng an axial amplitude envelope. However, the position of
he albeit very short CTF support is shifted along s as a
unction of q according to the CTF curvature. But for
DOCT’s reconstruction algorithm to work correctly, the
TF should sample a single axial spatial frequency s in a
iven wavenumber-channel. Representing the tomogram
n the lateral spatial frequencies, Tq ,z, the effect of the
efocusing is not yet manifest, and the signal indeed ex-
ends over a long axial range for the discussed CTF. But
ccording to the sifting-theorem, the CTF’s curvature in-
roduced a phase offset as a function of q upon transfor-
ation from s to z. After the transformation from q to the
patial domain r the various spatial frequency compo-
ents add up constructively only in the focal plane, where
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pot. But outside the focal plane the introduced phase
ariation blurs the signal heavily.
Figure 6 compares the synthetic configurations with
he simulation of the realistic Gaussian-like scenario. The
ignal amplitude of the point-like scatterers as a function
f z reveals that the defocusing effect and the amplitude
nvelope imposed by the width of the s-support contribute
qually to the extent of the DOF. The observed DOF in the
ealistic scenario is the product of both the transform
imitation of the axial envelope and the defocusing. Fig-
re 6(b) displays the signal amplitude at 75 m from the
ocal plane as a function of the NA. The NA of the Gauss-
an case was varied, keeping  constant, and for each
aussian template-CTF the synthetic versions were de-
ived. Independent of the NA, the contribution of the
ransform limitation and the defocusing remains equal.
n Fig. 6(c) we extracted the lateral half-width at half-
aximum (hwhm) of the lateral spots by tracking the
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ig. 6. (Color online) (a) Signal amplitude of idealized scatter-
rs, positioned on the optical axis as a function of the out-of-focus
istance, for the three idealized configurations presented in Fig.
and the realistic case in Fig. 4 at NA=0.5. (b) Signal amplitude
t a given out-of-focus distance of 75 m for the same configura-
ions as in (a), but with varying NA. (c) hwhm of the scatterer
ignals for several configurations as a function of the out-of-focus
istance.
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ig. 7. (Color online) (a) Detailed view of out-of-focus scatterer
ram. (b) Comparison of the axial signal amplitude of the simu
avenumber. Inset: Detailed view of the peak splitting of the sc
ateral direction for the in-focus and out-of-focus z=50 m situa
he legend applies to both (b) and (c).xial local signal maximum, starting at r=0. The blurring
or the realistic and the sphere cap CTF are identical,
hile the CTFs with separable q and s variables produce
o defocusing at all.
So far, all the simulations took the scaling of the CTF
ith kp into account. As well the widths of the lateral q-
nd the axial s-support increase with kp, in hand with a
ecrease in the transmission amplitude. The approxi-
ated situation of a constant CTF simply shifting along s
ould result, by using Eq. (20), the definition of the prob-
ng sample [Eq. (22)], and the associativity of the convo-
ution, in
Tr,z = PSFr,zAz  
n
z − nz . 23
In this case, a point-spread function (PSF) can be evi-
enced and is directly given by the transform of the CTF,
SFr ,z=CTFQ ,kcexpiQ ·rdQ, defining the lateral
lurring of the scatterers independent of the spectral
idth of the light source. The axial position on the other
and is revealed by the spectral interference pattern. An
ut-of-focus scatterer becomes in this approximation a flat
isk, with its radius defined by the width of the PSF and
he thickness by the coherence gate. As noticed before and
hown in Fig. 7 in detail, the scaling of the CTF with kp
esults in a curving of the out-of-focus scatterer image.
he coherence gate locates signals according to their
roup delay. Because the outer shell radius of the CTF
hanges as a function of kp, the resulting group delay is a
unction of the lateral position of the scattering particle,
nd contrary to the approximated model of a constant
TF, the tomogram of the scanned particle is no longer lo-
ated on a plane z=const, but on a curved surface.
Despite its limitation, it might still be very attractive to
udge on the expected DOF and lateral resolution of the
ystem based on this simplified model, since the simula-
ion of the tomogram of the scatterers is by far less com-
lex in this case. To further investigate the limitations
nd accuracy of the simplified model, Fig. 7(b) compares
he signal amplitude of the simulated scatterers with the
nvelope defined by the direct transformation of the cen-
ral wavenumber’s CTF. The simplified model very accu-
ately predicts the signal amplitude, and can thus be used
o judge on the available DOF. Even with increasing spec-
ral width of the light source, the amplitude of the scat-
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M. Villiger and T. Lasser Vol. 27, No. 10 /October 2010 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 2225ering signal on the axis is unaltered. In the accurate
odel, however, the increasing bandwidth induces fur-
her artifacts, resulting in a peak splitting of the out-of-
ocus scatterers as indicated in the inset in Fig. 7(b). De-
pite this effect, the lateral definition, obtained by
racking the peak maximum in the lateral direction along
ts curved shape, corresponds well to the value predicted
y the simplified model. The scaling with kp smooths how-
ver the lateral signal envelope. At a given wavenumber
he PSF might exhibit a zero in the field amplitude at a
ertain radial position. But this position is a function of
p, and thus averaged in the tomogram signal of the ac-
urate model. The effect on the hwhm of the signal peak
an meanwhile be safely ignored.
Despite all these effects, for the spectral bandwidths of
ost light sources, kkc holds, and the on axis ampli-
ude of the signal peaks is accurately predicted by the
ransform of the central wavenumber’s CTFq ,s ,kc, as if
he scaling of the CTF with kp was ignored. This is an im-
ortant finding since computing the CTF for the central
avenumber as a function of the system parameters and
ts transformation to spatial coordinates allows one to
udge accurately on the expected DOF, limited by both the
efocusing and the axial envelope.
. DISCUSSION
sing theoretical tools developed for conventional micros-
opy, we have proposed a model providing a description of
he signal recorded by FDOCM and the reconstructed to-
ogram. The image formation in confocal microscopy, ob-
ained by three-dimensional scanning, can be expressed
s a linear filtering process where the scan in each direc-
ion results in the convolution of the sample structure
ith the PSF, i.e., the sample spectrum is filtered by the
ystem transfer function. FDOCM, on the other hand, re-
laces the axial third scan with the multiplexed detection.
deally, FDOCM should measure 
˜˜q ,s. The recorded sig-
al however provides P˜sq ,kp [Eq. (18)]. Instead of sam-
ling the spatial frequency spectrum on a regular grid in
he q ,s-domain, the sampling occurs as a function of the
avenumber-channel’s specific CTFs.
The CTF defines which spatial frequencies of the
ample are accessible by a given wavenumber-channel,
nd it spans a volume in the spatial frequency domain.
he width of this support in the lateral direction defines
he lateral resolution. Importantly, the exact amplitude
nvelope of the CTF also influences the final lateral PSF.
or the Gaussian-like illumination, this envelope indeed
eatures a very smooth shape, but when distinct illumina-
ion and detection apertures are combined, this is not nec-
ssarily the case. The essential finding of this work is that
oth the curvature of the CTF and its width along s con-
ribute to the limitation of the DOF with two fundamen-
ally different mechanisms. As a function of depth, the
urvature induces a defocusing due to a pure phase offset
f the various lateral spatial frequency components. The
ignal energy is not reduced in this case but simply
lurred laterally. However, if the axial width of the CTF
ecomes significant compared to the wavenumber-hannel spacing, the spatial frequency information be-
omes increasingly confused, leading to reduced signal
nergy.
In the spatial domain, the physical setting seems more
ntuitive at first. The illumination and detection optics
reate a specific focal volume, i.e., PSF, with a character-
stic DOF. Since scanning is performed only in the lateral
irections, the sample structure lying outside the focal
lane is blurred. Instead of leaving a diffraction limited
pot, the trace of a single scatterer now extends over a
arger area. But integrating the energy of this spread
oes not amount to the same value as in the case of the
n-focus situation, because at each scanning position, the
article has only received a small fraction of the illumina-
ion power. Correspondingly, the backscattered photons
ere also detected with a lower efficiency as compared to
he in-focal plane, leading to the observed axial amplitude
nvelope. Whereas these two effects are inherently linked
n the spatial domain, the representation in the spatial
requency domain separates them into two independent
echanisms.
The view in the spatial domain becomes increasingly
omplicated if it is considered that the focal volume de-
ends on the wavelength and that the phase-fronts away
rom the focal volume are curved. Furthermore, the focal
olume in OCT is most often considered as being Gauss-
an. This is a safe assumption for a simple model and low
A. But striving for a more accurate expression of
DOCM, the Gaussian model, which is based on the
araxial assumption, comes to its limits. Although a
aussian beam corresponds qualitatively well with the fo-
al volume computed by means of the CTF and a Gauss-
an field distribution in the generalized aperture, it ob-
cures the clear view on these two fundamental
echanisms. Reasoning in terms of spatial frequencies
ather than spatial coordinates turns out to be more illus-
rative. The convenience of the present model is that the
nputs are the illumination and detection modes in the in-
ut principal plane of the sample objective, where
araxial assumption can safely be made.
In order to find a simpler expression, we approximated
he different wavenumber’s CTFs by simply shifting the
ne of the central wavenumber kc along s. The true varia-
ion of the CTF with k introduces additional imperfec-
ions in the tomogram. With the simulation we could,
owever, verify that the simplified formulation already
ave a good indication of the system’s performance. It
odels both effects that limit the signal in the axial di-
ection accurately, which was the purpose of this work.
The axial envelope imposed by the CTF’s s-support
eems easily to be corrected for numerically by a simple
ivision. Indeed, the lateral blurring is more disturbing
ince it confuses the sample structure, while the axial en-
elope is a mere amplitude scaling. Several works [6,7]
im at a digital correction of this lateral blurring with a
econvolution approach. In the work of Ralston et al.
8,14], a careful analysis of the FDOCT signal using
araxial Gaussian optics was performed. The defocusing
s identified as the source of the lateral blurring of the
DOCT signal. The additional amplitude envelope due to
he CTF’s s-support seems, however, less evidenced in
hat approach. The proposed algorithm interpolates the
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er to correct for the curved CTF support. The FDOCT re-
onstruction algorithm pretends the spectral data of a
iven kp to originate from a single axial spatial frequency.
ith this interpolation, the spatial frequencies are moved
ack to their true origin and avoid the defocusing effect.
However, in order to apply digital correction algo-
ithms, the signal first needs to be recorded with a suffi-
ient signal to noise ratio. Both defocusing and the axial
nvelope decrease the signal amplitude away from the fo-
al plane. Although FDOCT systems have very high sen-
itivities above 100 dB, the dynamic range is in general
imited to about 40 dB [27]. The simulated tomograms
resented in this work were all normalized, but in a real-
stic sample, scatterers with a wide range in scattering
trength will be present. In the case of the presented
aussian system [Fig. 4(a)] with NA=0.5, the signal will
e lost about 20 m off the focal plane even in the most
deal case of a scattering signal that would use the full dy-
amic range available. Although the refocusing should
heoretically increase the 40 dB range to more than
50 m, it is not possible to record the signal at such out-
f-focus positions. A second limitation to this digital post-
rocessing is imposed by the necessary sampling condi-
ion. In order to have access to the lateral spatial
requencies over the whole CTF support, the Nyquist cri-
erion has to be fulfilled. Albeit, more critical is the re-
uirement for the phase of the signal, which should be
table over the whole two-dimensional scan. This is a con-
ition that is challenging to meet with a living specimen.
Instead of numerical correction, many hardware at-
empts to circumvent the limited DOF of FDOCM sys-
ems were made. This is equivalent to designing a specific
TF that is better suited for FDOCM rather than correct
he artifacts introduced by a less suited CTF. Indeed, with
he current model at hand, we are now in the situation to
ormulate the criteria for the ideal CTF for FDOCM:
• Short s-support
• No curvature
• Smooth lateral envelope
As seen in the simulation results, such a CTF would re-
ult indeed in an artifact-free tomogram and should pro-
ide an unaltered spatial resolution along an extended
OF. The challenge resides in finding a real CTF ap-
roaching this ideal case.
It is interesting to consider which CTFs can be ob-
ained in practice. Assuming circular symmetry, the CTF
s a two-dimensional function of q and s, defined however
y the two one-dimensional aperture functions of the illu-
ination and detection modes. At each axial frequency s,
he CTF is defined by the shifted overlap of the two gen-
ralized apertures, sampled as a function of s. The kernel
n Eq. (15) further weighs this overlap and projects it
long q. The properties of this kernel limit the set of
chievable CTFs. If identical illumination and detection
pertures are used, the overlap has an additional symme-
ry, reducing further this available set. Decoupled aper-
ures on the other hand give an additional degree of free-
om in designing the system’s CTF.
Using Bessel-like beams produced with an axicon lens
28] is a common hardware approach to obtain an ex-ended DOF [9–12]. Such Bessel-like beams indeed propa-
ate over long distances without apparent diffraction and
ith an invariant radial envelope. Unfortunately, this en-
elope features many strong sidelobes. Whereas all these
orks use the identical illumination and detection optics,
e have previously reported on an extended focus scheme
or FDOCM [13,29], where we use an axicon lens to illu-
inate the sample, but detection occurs over a decoupled
aussian aperture. To illustrate the effect of these differ-
nt optical schemes, the CTFs at the central wavenumber
or three configurations are compared in Fig. 8: first a
essel–Bessel configuration, where both illumination and
etection occur through the same optical path comprising
n axicon lens; second, the Bessel-like illumination with
ecoupled Gaussian detection; and, third, a Gaussian con-
ocal configuration, analogous to the previously discussed
ealistic scenario. For these computations an objective
ith an NA=0.3 was taken. Using simple plane wave
pectrum beam formulation and modeling the axicon as a
hase element with a linear phase in the radial direction,
e propagated the Bessel-like pattern behind the axicon
hrough a lens to the principal plane of the sample objec-
ive, where a ring-like illumination pattern was obtained.
sing the formalism of the generalized aperture, the in-
ensity pattern in the focal volume exhibited its first in-
ensity zero in the lateral direction at 	=1.3 m, and the
ntensity-FWHM in the axial direction extends over more
han 300 m.
The CTF for the Bessel–Bessel configuration, displayed
n Fig. 8(a), approaches the near-ideal scenario [Fig. 5(a)].
he CTF exhibits no curvature and extends over a small
ange along s only. The drawback of this architecture is
evealed when looking at the projection of the CTF along
, revealing the transmission amplitudes of the lateral
patial frequencies in the focal plane. Whereas a large
upport of lateral spatial frequencies is available, the
ransmission profile reveals a very strong and narrow
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]
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or (a) Bessel-like illumination and detection, (b) Bessel-like illu-
ination with Gaussian detection, and (c) Gaussian illumination
nd detection, producing identical in-focus lateral resolutions of
.3 m. (d) Projection of the same CTFs along the s direction, evi-
encing the transmission coefficients for the lateral spatial fre-
uencies for the in-focus plane.
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requency. Most parts of the large support suffer from a
ransmission penalty compared to the central peak of up
o 30 dB. The limits of the system’s dynamic range are
hus rapidly reached, and then the large support of spa-
ial frequencies is lost. Even more, the strong central
eak corresponds to a very low NA system transmission
rofile. Disregarding the issue of limited dynamic range,
he resulting tomogram is the superposition of a very low
A acquisition and a much fainter high NA signal, ren-
ering a correct interpretation of the tomograms difficult.
The CTF of the decoupled Bessel–Gaussian configura-
ion shown in Fig. 8(b) exhibits curvature, ultimately lim-
ting the DOF by lateral blurring. Compared to the confo-
al design with identical Gaussian apertures and
omparable lateral resolution [Fig. 8(c)], however, the
-support is reduced, significantly increasing the axial
ignal envelope. Most importantly, the projection of the
TF along s now shows a relatively smooth envelope, re-
ulting in tomograms with good contrast and that are
asy to interpret. However, the Gaussian optics still intro-
uces defocusing and limits the scalability to higher NAs.
This study was performed considering a spectral or
ourier domain system, with a discrete wavenumber
ampling. This allowed one to express the individual
hannels as monochromatic waves and simplified the for-
alism. To extend the reasoning also to time-domain
CT, the time dependence of the expressions has to be
aintained in a general way and averaged in order to find
he detected intensity signal. This results in an integra-
ion along the wavenumber k, analogous to the discrete
ourier transform of the tomogram reconstruction in
DOCT. Together with the variation of the path differ-
nce in the reference arm, the outcome is in this case
dentical to the presented analysis, except that the wave-
umber is no longer binned into discrete wavenumber-
hannels, but represented as a continuous variable.
. CONCLUSION
n this work, an expression for the FDOCM signal using
he principle of the generalized aperture and the CTF was
erived. This approach illustrates the spatial frequency
ampling of spectral domain OCT. In FDOCM, the signal
s acquired in parallel in a set of wavenumber-channels,
ach defined by its specific CTF. With synthetic tomo-
rams of idealized point-like scatterers it could be shown
hat the CTF induces a limited DOF by two distinct
echanisms: first, by a defocusing due to its curved shape
nd, second, by an amplitude envelope, imposed by the
idth of the CTF along s. Although intrinsically linked,
he use of decoupled illumination and detection apertures
hould allow designing improved CTFs that reduce these
isturbing effects and would be better suited for FDOCM
han current approaches. The developed model could also
erve as a basis for digital post-processing, correcting for
he imperfections introduced by non-ideal CTFs. Future
evelopments will show which strategy—CTF design,
ost-processing, or a combination of both—is more appro-
riate to overcome the limited DOF in FDOCM.CKNOWLEDGMENTS
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